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• Gain insight into both the annual budget cycle and the 
rolling forecast process

• Articulate the benefits of rolling forecasts

• Define how to create a rolling forecast

• Examine how to manage the cultural shift at the C-suite, 
corporate planning staff and budgeting manager levels

Learning Objectives



Sound Familiar?



Comparison

Annual Budget Cycle Rolling Forecast

Assumptions Annual
Static

Monthly
Variable

Time Horizon Fixed
Entire year
6-18 months in the future

Variable
Monthly
Upcoming 18 months

Actuals vs. Last Year’s Expectations Last Month’s Expectations



I say no…

• Focused on stale Budget rather than Prior Month’s Forecast
• Time Horizons Fixed – YEAR rather than Rolling 12
• Operationally –
o “I’m still going to spend this year’s budget.”

vs
o “What am I going to spend over the next 12 months?”

Monthly Forecasts – Isn’t That the Same as Rolling Forecasts?



• Visibility Into the Business
o Some drivers & estimates set by Operations

o No more sandbagging

o Lose year-end tunnel vision

• Anticipate & Influence Outcomes
o KPIs to identify trends
o Increase lead time for senior management

o What-if analysis using drivers to anticipate outcomes

• Optimize Resources
o Fund good projects 

o Make resource decisions as late as possible 

Benefits of Rolling Forecasts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visibility into the Business – 	Oil & Gas Company– using budgets for target-setting, forecasting and resource allocation. 	Sales manager forecast is going to be biased if it is used to establish their sales targets.	When cost and estimate forecasts are used to allocate resources, everyone is going to sandbag.Year-end is a reporting milestone, but shouldn’t constrain how business is planned.What-if Analysis Using Drivers to Anticipate OutcomesOperations is part of setting drivers and estimatesCollaboration between management and operationsOptimizing ResourcesFund good projects – resources are allocated on actual demand, which is being monitoredMake resource decisions as late as possible – when you have better information, the “bank is always open” – not just during the budget cycle. **Adaptive to changing conditions



Who Made the Leap?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These companies made the leap – and have been willing to talk about it with various financial journals….�- According to the Hackett Group, 33% of companies intend to implement a rolling forecast over the next few years.  22% plan to implement a version that goes over 12 months.*Harvard Business Review, Use a Rolling Forecast to Spot Trends 3/13/2006** Association for Financial Professionals, Paradigm Shift: Why Rolling Forecasts are Ideal for FP&A  8/4/20152015 FP&A Guide to Implementing Rolling Forecasts - 



• Key Drivers

• Assumptions

• Go-Forward Basis

• Tying Out

Building a Rolling Forecast



Key Drivers
• Personnel 
o Typical: Salary, Taxes, Benefits

o Consider: Supplies, Laptops

• Capital Spending 
o Typical: Depreciation

o Consider: Debt

• Travel, # of Trips
o Air, Hotel, Other

• Bookings
o Revenue, Commissions, AR, Sales Headcount, Support Headcount

Building a Rolling Forecast

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often BROADLY planned by Operational Managers.They plan Personnel by planning headcount – which they can control.  They have systems in place that get them from Headcount to Salary Expense, Benefit Expense, etc.



Assumptions
• Personnel
o Tax Rates

o Benefit Rates
o Working Days in Month

o Holidays in Month

• Balance Sheet 
o Days Sales Outstanding

o Covenant Requirements 
(Minimum Cash on Hand, Current Ratio)

• Other
o Commodity Rates

o Exchange Rates

Building a Rolling Forecast

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Often NARROWLY planned by a few specific people.These aren’t static – as experience changes, these are updated so the forecast reflects the real-world environment.  For example, if our DSO is running high at 60 days when we planned at 30 days, we can:Have the appropriate operational conversations – why is it running high?  Come up with a game plan - What are we going to do about it?  Ex: stop work on customers over 60 days, have Managers make collection calls, re-invoice clients, consider write-offs.Then we can forecast the short-term outcome of these efforts.  Even if these efforts were immediately effective, the company will still have more sales and more billings, so it might be wise to forecast that DSO would decrease to 50 days next month and 45 days the month after.We can also forecast the long-term outcome of these efforts.  Perhaps the 30 day DSO original number was a bit too aggressive.  The team can analyze expected payments, additional billings and the impact of new processes as well as benchmark against other companies in its industry.  It might determine a 45 day DSO is a more realistic number for their long-term forecasting purposes.



Go-Forward Basis
• Determine how “New” months are planned
o Seed with Prior Budget

o Seed with Prior Year
o Formula with trailing 12 months (TTM)

o Blank (true zero-based)

Building a Rolling Forecast



Building a Rolling Forecast

Tying Out
• Builds Confidence in New System
• Initial Rolling Forecast Typically Ties
• Explain Any Variances

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we build the Rolling Forecast, we want each component to tie to the Old-School budget. This helps build confidence in the new system.However, TYPICAL cases where the budget doesn’t tie:Personnel, Capital, Driver-basedNew Methodology needs scrutiny and to be materially close to the original.Be prepared to explain any variances.Initial Rolling Forecast Typically Ties, Except for:Personnel (rounding, more/less precision in taxes and salary, methodology changes)Capital (now typically built up by individual projects, rounding, methodology changes)Anything now driver-based, unless the drivers have all been level-set to the initial budget



Change Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is where we used to stop – but realizing a key factor in adoption isn’t just designing a great rolling forecast.We can’t assume everyone will jump on board because it is the “right thing to do”. It’s essential to also manage the change mindset.



• Retaining Value from the Traditional 
Processes

• Adjusting the Forecast Process
• Re-framing Reporting
• Driving Change from the Top

Managing the Change Mindset



• Discipline of a Monthly Forecast
o Meetings on the calendar

o Appropriate players engaged

• Actuals Research
o Old tools and processes still work

o Can introduce even better access

• Attention from Upper Management
o Use the existing gravitas
o Goal hasn’t changed

Retaining Value From the Old Processes



Remember the old forecast process?

• Focused on a stale Budget 

• Time Horizons Fixed

• Operationally –
o “I’m still going to spend this year’s budget.” 

Adjusting the Forecast Process



Forecasts are your gateway…

Adjusting the Forecast Process



Forecasts are your gateway…
• Focused on a stale Budget rather than Prior 

Month’s Forecast 
 Compare to Budget AND LM Forecast

• Time Horizons Fixed – YEAR vs Rolling 12 
 Report on TTM 
 Ask for Rolling 12 Forecast

• Operationally –
o “I’m still going to spend this year’s budget.” 

 Challenge “timing” explanations 
 Is department spending unpredictable on a 

monthly basis? 

Adjusting the Forecast Process



• Add Trailing 12 Months (TTM)

• Add Prior Forecast

• Remove Budget

Reframing Reporting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When BUDGET is no longer relevant, remove it.



• FEAR is real
o Old deliverables, but the tool is gone.

• Clear Message 
o Goal hasn’t changed – still clear financial 

picture of past and future
o Management wants Rolling Forecast

o Find the opinion leaders

Driving Change from the Top

• Deliver
o Ask for Upcoming 12 months, Quarters

o Ask for Variances Between Forecasts

• Resist!  
o Year-end

o Variance to Budget

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we want to emphasize is…Those OLD PROCESSES help employees feel like the work they do is important and it is critical it is done correctly.Some of the OLD THINGS they did are no longer needed – this is scary.  Our experience has been that they don’t REALLY believe this work is going away.  The FEAR is real.  You are going to take away my old tool – and then ask why I don’t have the old answer.



Budgets – set up specific objectives.  
Ex: targets for manufacturing costs

Vs. 
Rolling Forecasts – how you manage the business, 

perceiving what’s ahead and 
acting on it quicker than the competition.

Case Study

Manufacturing 
Company with $6.6 

billion revenue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SVP of a leading manufacturing company: meaningfulness of budgets had waned.Go to the Business Units – “Based on this analysis…what are you going to do differently?  What actions are you going to take?  How is that different from what we assumed in the budget?”Results: They are now able to link operational tactics to the company forecast.



• Benefits of a Rolling Forecast
o Visibility Into The Business

o Anticipate and Influence Outcomes

o Optimize Resources

Conclusion

• Putting a Rolling Forecast in Place
o Controllable Factors

o Assumptions

o Go-Forward Basis
o Tying Out • Managing Change

o Retain Tradition

o Adjust Forecast Process

o Re-frame Reporting
o Drive Change

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visibility Into the Business – Some drivers & estimates set by OperationsNo more sandbaggingLose year-end tunnel visionAnticipate & Influence Outcomes – KPIs to identify trendsIncrease lead time for senior managementWhat-if analysis using drivers to anticipate outcomesOptimize Resources – Fund good projectsMake resource decisions as late as possible Putting a Rolling Forecast in Place – Process: Controllable Factors,Assumptions,Go-Forward Basis,Tying OutManaging Change – Retain TraditionAdjust Forecast Process (remember, your gateway)Re-frame ReportingDrive Change



Contact forecasting expert Amy Morgan 
for more details on how to utilize these 

benefits for your team. 

Amy Morgan
phone:  630.868.5007

email: Amy.Morgan@armaninoLLP.com
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